
Our growing company is looking for a distribution technician. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for distribution technician

Works together with colleagues in a team environment
Handle and assist with all assigned project details, and inquiries regarding
scheduling, billing, availability, pricing and reporting
Specifies engineering design for LTN and fiber optic facilities according to
specifications and/or defined compatible until items
Works with staff design technicians to help facilitate completion of larger
complex jobs
Works with other utility companies, municipalities, corporations and
authorities regarding joint use of distribution facilities
Provides customers information based on request to help them through new
service, relocation of facilities and upgrade of service upon request
Investigates reviews and analyzes load and voltage conditions to determine
adequacy of distribution facilities, including location of capacitors and OCR's
and recommend improvements
Provides data for acquisition of right-of-way and/or participates in the
acquisition for distribution facilities
Collaborates with other company personnel and consultants or contractors in
meeting with customers to specify service locations, reconstruction
improvements and in attempting to satisfy customer service complaints
Participates in any tailboard or safety initiative/task as instructed by the
Regional Design Supervisor
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Able to read, understand and adhere to detailed policies, instructions and
procedures
Must be able to work in a fast paced environment, while maintaining quality
and safety standards at all times
Ability and desire to work in a team orientated environment
Required to have steel toe shoes
You'll have technical experience within a software support environment
You'll be persistent and resilient in order to deal with high volumes of work
and demanding customers


